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Roma

Roma - a fancy Disney buggy for high standards.

With this lying buggy, your daily life with a child will become child's play because its
lockable and swivelling front wheels make our Roma extremely manoeuvrable. The
suspension provides excellent comfort on every ride and on all your trips.

Thanks to the adjustable 2-position foot rest and the back rest, that can be adjusted to
any position until a lying position is reached, you will always find the right position for your
child. You can store baby items and your errands conveniently in the large shopping
basket.

The padded 5-point harness and the locking brake acting on the rear wheels make for
maximum safety.

Highlights:

trendy Disney lying buggy

extremely agile thanks to the swivelling wheels

lightweight, sprung frame

large shopping basket

can be folded easily and compactly

Equipment characteristics

Suspension

Plastic wheel

Large shopping basket

Locking brake

Wipeable

Measurements and weights

Weight buggy ( in total) 7,0 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 108 x 27,5 x 34 cm
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Measurements and weights

Measurements built-up (max.) 78 x 47 x 107 cm

Seat width 32 cm

Measurements lying area 80 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 20 / 47 cm

Height of handle 107 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 14 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 14 cm

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Features Buggy

Back rest inclination 118 -157 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) stufenlos/ continuously

Adjustable foot rest 2 x

Detachable canopy

Detachable cover

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

Combinable with soft carry cot

Sending information

Pack size 30 x 26 x 109 cm

Weight total single item (without box) 7,0 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box) 8,75 kg
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Shipping:

Buggy

Productimages:
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Colorvariants
132586 Pooh Tidy Time
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